Introduction {#Sec1}
============

*Approximate circuits* are digital circuits that trade functional correctness (precision of computation) for other design objectives such as chip area or power consumption. Such circuits play an important role in development of resource-efficient systems, including applications such as image and video processing \[[@CR10]\] or neural networks \[[@CR14], [@CR17]\]. Designing approximate systems, i.e. finding optimal trade-offs between the approximation error and resource savings is, however, a complex and time-demanding process. Automated methods allowing one to develop high-quality approximate circuits are thus in high demand, especially when a bound on the approximation error is to be guaranteed.

There exists a vast body of literature (see, e.g. \[[@CR13], [@CR16], [@CR18], [@CR19], [@CR26]\]) demonstrating that evolutionary-based algorithms are able to automatically design innovative approximate circuits providing high-quality trade-offs among the different design objectives. There are two main challenges related to the evolutionary-driven circuit approximation: (1) Finding a fast and reliable evaluation of candidate solutions. (2) Designing a quickly converging search strategy that drives the exploration towards high-quality solutions.

Concerning the first challenge, several circuit evaluation techniques have been proposed including parallel circuit simulation \[[@CR27]\] and various formal methods \[[@CR5], [@CR9], [@CR25], [@CR28]\]. In our recent work \[[@CR3]\], we proposed and implemented a new *miter* construction together with a resource-limited verifier for SAT-based evaluation of the worst-case error. This approach has made feasible approximation of complex circuits, going beyond 16-bit adders and 12-bit multipliers, which were the limits of previously known techniques. In this paper, we aim at the second challenge. Inspired by recent advances in SAT-based exact synthesis \[[@CR11], [@CR24]\] (the problem of finding the optimum logic representation of a given Boolean function), we investigate whether a search strategy based on *satisfiability solving* (StS)---i.e. SAT or SMT solving---can improve state-of-the-art methods for designing complex approximate circuits.

We emphasize that complex circuits typically have more than a thousand gates and thus a monolithic approach, i.e. representing the circuit approximation problem as a single StS query, is not tractable. Instead, we build on an iterative approach where sub-circuits are optimised (i.e. the sub-circuit logic is minimised while the original functionality is preserved) \[[@CR23]\] or approximated (i.e. the functionality of the sub-circuit is not preserved and the error of the whole circuit is increased---to our best knowledge the iterative approximation has not been considered yet).

Despite the enormous progress in satisfiability solving, our experiments clearly show that the purely StS-based approximation significantly lags behind the standard evolutionary approximation. Although the StS-based approximation performs informed (and thus in some sense more useful) changes in the candidate circuits, the overhead caused by calling the solver does not pay off compared to the uninformed but very cheap genetic mutations. Put differently, the evolution can perform over 100-times more approximation attempts which is enough to overcome the benefit of the informed changes.

In order to leverage the benefits of the informed changes, we propose a *combined approach*. We interleave the evolutionary approximation and the StS-based optimisation. The evolutionary approximation typically quickly converges to a sub-optimal solution. After the progress of the evolution decreases below a certain threshold, we run the StS-based optimisation. It further reduces the circuit size, but, more importantly, it introduces new reconnections in the circuit causing that the subsequent evolution is able to escape a local minimum and further explore the design space.

Designing Approximate Circuits {#Sec2}
==============================

Technology-independent functional approximation is the most preferred approach to approximation of digital circuits. The goal is to replace the original accurate circuit (further denoted as the *golden circuit*) by a less complex circuit which exhibits some errors but improves non-functional circuit parameters such as power, delay, or chip area. Fully-automated functional approximation methods typically employ various heuristics to simplify the circuit logic and reduce its area approximated by the sum of the sizes of the gates used---this sum is further denoted as the *circuit size*.

The circuit size can be reduced either by replacing a gate by a smaller one or by disconnecting a gate. The gate is disconnected if there is no connection between its output and the primary outputs of the circuit. The essential operation in the approximation process is thus gate reconnection allowing one to disconnect some gates. We stress that the space of possible reconnections grows exponentially with the circuit size, and each reconnection typically causes a non-trivial change in the overall circuit functionality.

To overcome this complexity, existing approximation techniques leverage various forms of greedy algorithms, such as ABACUS \[[@CR18]\], or genetic algorithms, such as Cartesian Genetic Programming \[[@CR13], [@CR26]\], to identify suitable reconnections. The approximation then boils down to iteratively generating candidate solutions and evaluating their quality, i.e. the obtained trade-off between the circuit area and error. Circuit approximation can be naturally formulated as multi-objective optimisation, but most works consider single-objective optimisation of the circuit size for several predefined target errors---this is motivated practically as the required error levels are typically known in advance and single-objective optimisation is computationally less demanding.

There exist several metrics to quantify the error \[[@CR8]\] and different techniques allowing one to evaluate these metrics. For small circuits (up to 12-bit inputs), parallel circuit simulation \[[@CR27]\] provides the best performance. For larger circuits, various formal verification techniques have been proposed \[[@CR5], [@CR9], [@CR25], [@CR28]\]. In this paper, we build on the SAT-based technique we proposed in \[[@CR3]\] allowing one to verify whether a given candidate circuit meets the required bound *T* on the worst-case absolute error (WCAE), i.e. whether the difference between the candidate and the golden circuit is smaller than *T* for every input. The technique constructs a *miter* \[[@CR28]\], an auxiliary circuit interconnecting the golden and candidate circuit and allowing one to check their approximate equivalence given by the bound *T*. The technique allows us to approximate complex circuits (16-bit multipliers and beyond).

Recent advances in exact SAT-based synthesis of Boolean chains \[[@CR24]\], providing efficient implementation of a given Boolean function, have opened new avenues for automated circuit design and optimisation. In this paper, we investigate whether these advances can improve circuit approximation too.

SAT-based Circuit Approximation {#Sec3}
===============================

We propose three different approaches for SAT-based circuit approximation.

A Monolithic Approach {#Sec4}
---------------------

The monolithic approach builds a single formula encoding the following synthesis problem: *For a given golden circuit* *GC*, *the size* *S* *of its currently best-known approximation, and an error bound* *T*, *synthesize an approximating circuit* *AC* *whose size is smaller than* *S* *and that satisfies the constraint that* $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$error(GC, AC) < T$$\end{document}$.

The formula has to encode the following features: (1) possible designs of the circuit (i.e. possible interconnections and functionality of the gates), which must be encoded using free variables whose suitable values are to be found by the solver, thus fixing a certain design of the circuit; (2) the way the error of the circuit is to be checked; and (3) the way the circuit size is to be evaluated.

In our approach, we use a forward-propagating network of two-input gates to represent the designed circuit. We represent each gate by three integers. The first two represent the inputs of the gate, and they can refer to some of the primary inputs or to the output of one of the gates (which we identify with the gate itself). The third integer then encodes the gate's functionality that is chosen from a predefined set of operations. A gate implementing each possible operation has a predefined size given by the target chip architecture. To ensure that the size of the synthesized circuit *AC* is smaller than the size *S* of the currently best approximation, we add a constraint on the sum of the sizes of the gates forming *AC*. We investigate and compare (cf. Section [4](#Sec7){ref-type="sec"}) the below presented three ways of encoding the structure and functionality of *C*.

The first encoding is purely *SAT-based* although we present it using both Boolean and integer variables---those are, however, bit-blasted away. Assume we have *k* types of (binary) gates, use *l* gates, and have *m*/*n* primary input/output bits, respectively. For each gate $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$in_{g,2}$$\end{document}$ to denote the first and second input of *g*. These variables range over the domain $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$W=\{1,...,m+l\}$$\end{document}$ of all wires in the circuit where the first *m* wires carry the primary inputs and the next *l* wires carry the outputs of the different gates. For $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathbb {I} = \{0,1\}^m$$\end{document}$ denote the different input combinations. For $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$u \in W$$\end{document}$, we use the Boolean variable $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$b^I_u$$\end{document}$ to hold the value of the wire *u* for a primary input $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$I \in \mathbb {I}$$\end{document}$. We encode all possible circuits by the conjunction of the formulae $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$u,v \in W$$\end{document}$ that may be used as the inputs of *g*. In particular, we require that $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$v < g$$\end{document}$ to prevent backward connections in the circuit (e.g. the input of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$g_4$$\end{document}$ cannot be connected to the output of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$op_f$$\end{document}$ denotes the Boolean operation implemented by gates of the type $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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We also need to link the concrete input combinations with the input wires, which is done by the conjunction $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\bigwedge _{I \in \mathbb {I}}\bigwedge _{j\in \{1,...,m\}} b^I_j = I[j]$$\end{document}$ where *I*\[*j*\] denotes the *j*-th bit of *I*. Finally, for each output $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$o \in O = \{1,...,n\}$$\end{document}$, we introduce the integer variable $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$out_o$$\end{document}$, which ranges over the domain of wires *W* and says from where the output *o* is taken, and the Boolean variable $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$out^I_o$$\end{document}$ carrying the value of the output *o* for the primary input $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$I \in \mathbb {I}$$\end{document}$ (this variable will be compared with the appropriate output of the golden circuit). These variables are connected with the rest of the circuit using the conjunction of the formulae $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$out_o = u \rightarrow \bigwedge _{I \in \mathbb {I}} out^I_o = b^I_u$$\end{document}$ generated for every output $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$u \in W$$\end{document}$. The solver then chooses a concrete circuit by fixing the values of the variables $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$g \in G$$\end{document}$ as well as the values of the variables $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$o \in O$$\end{document}$.

Second, using a *theory of arrays*, we simplify the above encoding by using an array $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\overline{b}^I: W \rightarrow \{0,1\}$$\end{document}$ for each $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$I \in \mathbb {I}$$\end{document}$ to hold the values of the wires in *W* for the input *I*. Then, the conjuncts describing the structure of the circuit may be simplified to $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$f_g = f \rightarrow \bigwedge _{I \in \mathbb {I}} (\overline{b}^I[m+g] = \overline{b}^I[in_{g,1}] ~op_f~ \overline{b}^I[in_{g,2}])$$\end{document}$. The input formula is changed to $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\bigwedge _{I \in \mathbb {I}}\bigwedge _{j\in \{1,...,m\}} \overline{b}^I[j] = I[j]$$\end{document}$ and similarly for the output. Finally, third, using a *theory of arrays with quantifiers*, one suffices with a single array $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\overline{b}$$\end{document}$, simplifying the formulae describing the structure of the circuit to $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$f_g = f \rightarrow \overline{b}[m+g] = \overline{b}[in_{g,1}] ~op_f~ \overline{b}[in_{g,2}])$$\end{document}$, adding the universal quantification $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\bigwedge _{j\in \{1,...,m\}} \overline{b}[j] = i_j$$\end{document}$, and handling the output accordingly.

Using our encodings of *AC*, we can easily add a constraint on the required error that compares the WCAE between the result coming from *AC* (using the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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*A comparison to existing encoding schemes for exact synthesis.*

Our encoding of circuits is quite similar to other works such as \[[@CR24]\]. The authors of \[[@CR24]\] do not consider a predefined set of gates. Instead, they synthesize the internal functionality of the gates too. The work \[[@CR24]\] and other existing approaches use SAT based encodings only. Further, they consider uniform gate sizes only (the circuit size is given by the number of gates). Our more general formulation using non-uniform gate sizes leads to more complex problems. As in \[[@CR22]\], we use simplifications and symmetry-pruning to reduce the complexity of the StS queries.

Sub-circuit Approximation {#Sec5}
-------------------------

As discussed in \[[@CR11]\], the monolithic approach for exact synthesis is feasible only for small circuits up to 8 input bits (depending on the complexity of the synthesized function). Our experiments confirm similar scalability limits also for circuit approximation (cf. Sect. [4](#Sec7){ref-type="sec"}), and thus we focus on an iterative approach that approximates selected sub-circuits. We focus on approximation wrt. Hamming Distance as arithmetic metrics are not suitable for sub-circuits. Note that there is no effective method allowing us to determine how the error introduced in the sub-circuit affects the overall circuit error.

In every iteration, we select a single gate (either randomly or by enumeration, depending on the circuit size) and perform a breadth-first search starting from the selected gate to identify a sub-circuit of a suitable size. Note that, in our approach, we consider multi-input and multi-output sub-circuits. The size of the sub-circuits is indeed essential: Considering only very small sub-circuits prevents the approximation from doing more complicated and non-local changes that are crucial for finding high-quality approximate circuits. On the other hand, approximation of larger sub-circuits introduces a significant overhead causing that only a small number of iterations can be done within the given time limit. Regarding the encoding of sub-circuit approximation, we consider the same schemes as in the monolithic approach discussed above. After every sub-circuit approximation, we need to evaluate the error of the whole circuit. If it satisfies the error bound, we accept the circuit as the new candidate solution, otherwise the next iteration continues with the circuit before the approximation.

Evolutionary Approximation with StS-Based Optimisation {#Sec6}
------------------------------------------------------

Evolutionary algorithms, in particular Cartesian Genetic Programming (CGP), have achieved excellent results in approximation of complex circuits \[[@CR3]\]. The key idea is similar to sub-circuit approximation, but here CGP performs random changes in the candidate solution instead of utilising satisfiability solving. Unlike finding an optimal sub-circuit approximation, random changes are very fast, and the success of CGP is typically achieved by a large number of small changes. We emphasize that CGP is also able to accumulate a large change in the candidate circuit via so-called *inactive mutations* \[[@CR15]\]---a chain of changes where only the last change directly affects the circuit functionality. Although CGP usually quickly converges to a sub-optimum solution, it can get stuck in this solution for a long time. On the other hand, the StS-based approach is able to systematically search for improvements that are hard to find for CGP.

We hence propose a *combined approach* leveraging the benefits of both techniques. In particular, we interleave the evolutionary search by iterative StS optimisation. In contrast to StS-based approximation, StS-based optimisation minimises the size of the selected sub-circuit by changing the internal structure while preserving its functionality. The rationale behind this is based on the observation that a large portion of approximated sub-circuits are rejected as they cause that the WCAE error of the whole circuit gets above the allowed bound. Compared with CGP, the cost of each approximation operation is too high---in our scenarios, CGP is about 100-times faster. Therefore, the combined approach uses CGP to introduce changes affecting the functionality, and the StS-based optimisation to minimise the logic.Further, we also explore different encoding schemes for the optimisation problem.

The interleaving is controlled in the following way. If CGP gets stuck in a local optimum, we switch to the iterative StS optimisation that has a time budget depending on the given overall time for the approximation. Once the budget is spent, we continue with again CGP. Our experiments show that the optimisation helps CGP to escape the local optimum and to further effectively explore the space of candidate circuits.

Experimental Results {#Sec7}
====================

We ran all our experiments on a server with an Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU at 2.40 GHz. Although search-based approximation can naturally benefit from a simple task parallelisation, we use a single-core computation to simplify the interpretation of the results.

*A Comparison of different encoding schemes and satisfiability solvers.* We consider a set of formulae relevant for the monolithic as well as for the iterative approach. The set includes both SAT and UNSAT instances including a full adder, 2-bit adder, 2-bit multiplier, 4-1 multiplexor, and some randomly generated 4-input functions. We compare the total time needed to solve all the formulae with a 3 hour time limit. We do not include any additional penalty for timing out. The Z3 solver \[[@CR6]\] and the quantified array encoding proved to be the fastest combination of the encoding and the solver. Z3 with separate arrays for different input combinations is about 2 times slower, and the Glucose solver \[[@CR1]\] with the purely SAT-based encoding is about 3 times slower. Z3 with the purely SAT-based encoding as well as its SMT variant without bit-blasting were roughly 5 times slower. Other tested solvers---MathSAT \[[@CR2]\], Minisat \[[@CR7]\], Sadical \[[@CR12]\], and Vampire \[[@CR20]\]---were all more than 5 times slower. Based on these observations, we use Z3 with the quantified array encoding in all further StS-based queries.

*The monolithic approach.* The monolithic approach was able to find optimal approximations of 2-bit adders and multipliers as well as randomly generated functions with 4 inputs and 2 outputs. Approximation of larger circuits proved to be infeasible, i.e. most instances timed out within the given limit of 3 h.

We compare the performance of our monolithic approach with Cirkit \[[@CR21]\], a state-of-the-art tool for exact synthesis. As expected, Cirkit is able to achieve a better performance and scalability: It is significantly faster on 4-bit functions and it can also synthesize optimal solutions for some 6-bit and 8-bit functions.

However, there are also some hard 6-bit instances that are infeasible for Cirkit.

The better performance of Cirkit is mainly caused by the following factors: (1) Our formulation of circuit approximation is more complicated due to the non-uniform gate sizes and the error quantification. (2) Cirkit uses different circuit representations (such as AIGs, MIGs, or n-bit look-up tables) that proved to be more efficient for some exact synthesis problems \[[@CR22]\]. (3) Cirkit implements various optimisations and symmetry breaking methods \[[@CR11]\]. Some of these methods are problem- and representation-specific and thus not directly applicable to our approximation problem. We are, however, aware that our current prototype implementation could be improved by adapting some of the methods. However, the improvements would not change the practical limits of the monolithic approach.

In the following subsections, we will examine three strategies for approximation of complex circuits: (1) CGP: the state-of-the-art evolutionary approximation  \[[@CR4]\]. (2) SMT: the sub-circuit approximation from Sect. [3.2](#Sec5){ref-type="sec"}. (3) COMB: the combined approach from Sect. [3.3](#Sec6){ref-type="sec"} using the following interleaving strategy:

In each iteration, we run the CGP-based approximation until no improvement is found for 100 K generations. Then, for $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$10\%$$\end{document}$ of the overall time limit, we switch to the SMT-based optimisation. Afterwards, a new iteration starts.

Based on our preliminary experiments, we use sub-circuits with 5 gates (recall the discussion in Sect. [3.2](#Sec5){ref-type="sec"}) in all SMT-based sub-circuit approximation and optimisation queries. We also introduce a hard time limit on every such query. It prevents the SMT solver to spend a prohibitively long time in complex queries and thus to significantly slow down the approximation process.

Performance on Small Circuits {#Sec8}
-----------------------------

We first consider small circuits (a 4-bit multiplier with 67 gates and an 8-bit adder with 49 gates) to understand performance aspects of the search strategies. We report the area savings (as the percentage of the size of the golden circuit) for selected WCAE error bounds and the approximation time limit of 1 h.

Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} (left) shows the results obtained from 15 independent approximation runs for each combination of the approximation method, circuit, and target error. For the 8-bit adder, the combined approach wins in all 45 evolutionary runs. On average, the combined approach saves 7.6% more than the pure CGP and 29% more than the pure SMT-based approach. For the 4-bit multiplier, the combined strategy provides 3.27% better savings than the pure CGP and 19,6% more than the pure SMT-based approach. It also wins 37 out of 45 comparisons.

These experiments show that the pure SMT approximation is not competitive, and it is not considered in the following approximation of complex circuits.

Performance on Complex Circuits {#Sec9}
-------------------------------

In this subsection, we focus on our key research question: *Can the combined strategy improve the performance of the approximation of complex circuits?*Table 1.The resulting size of the approximate circuits, obtained using the proposed approximate strategies, expressed as the percentage of the size of the golden circuits (left) and of the size of the best known approximations presented in \[[@CR3]\] (right).

We consider approximation of (1) a 32-bit adder (the golden model has 235 gates), and (2) 16-bit multiplier (the golden model has 1,534 gates). To evaluate the potential of the combined strategy, we start with state-of-art approximate circuits we obtained in our previous work by a pure evolutionary search strategy \[[@CR3]\]. For each target error, we choose the best 32-bit adders and 16-bit multipliers, obtained by 2 and 8-h approximation runs respectively. From each of these circuits (seeds), we continue the approximation using pure CGP and combined strategy for 10 h (adders) and 75 h (multipliers).

*32-bit adders.*

Each pure CGP run performs around 10 million iterations within the given 10 h but achieves no improvements at all. The sub-circuit optimisation, however, introduces changes in the circuit structure, which allow CGP to escape the local optimum and perform further improvements. In total, the combined strategy saves roughly 19% of the seeding circuit area---11% was achieved by the CGP approximation and 8% by SMT optimisation.Fig. 1.Progress of the area reduction for the 16-bit multiplier and target WCAEs: red = $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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*16-bit multipliers.*

As illustrated in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}, which shows the progress of the two approximation strategies for different target errors, the pure CGP approximation improves the candidate slowly and achieves only marginal improvements after 45 h. The combined strategy is able to improve the candidate solution during the whole 75-h run---after this time, it saves 4--6% more than the pure CGP. Recall that, compared to 32-bit adders, the approximation of the 16-bit multipliers is significantly more complex. The 8-h CGP run computing the seed performs around 230 K iterations, which is around 13-times less than the 2-h run for the 32-bit adder. Hence, the pure CGP run requires much more time to reach the local optimum.

*Conclusion.*

The proposed fusion of satisfiability solving and evolutionary optimisation leads to a new circuit approximation strategy that is able to effectively escape local optima and thus to explore the design space more effectively than pure evolutionary search strategies. The obtained approximate circuits provide the best known trade-offs between the precision and the chip area.
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